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AL-FUDAYN: AN UMAYYAD RESIDENCE IN NORTHERN JORDAN
Giuseppe Labisi - Sapienza University of Rome
The site of al-Fudayn, to the northeast of ʿAmmān and including a mosque, some residential units
and baths, is part of the “developed” Umayyad residences; furthermore, the stucco decoration of the
qiblī wall plays an important role in the study of Umayyad art as it is the only example, as far as we
know, that can be entirely reconstructed; the aim of this essay is to describe the site and suggest its
dating through comparisons.
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0. INTRODUCTION
The complex of al-Fudayn is located in the town of al-Mafraq – east of the Government
Hospital, 70 km northeast of ʿAmmān – coordinates 32°20'41.94"N, 36°12'2.14"E.
The first archaeological activities were carried out by the École Biblique et
Archéologique Française de Jérusalem in 1986. The French scholars managed to carry out
three short archaeological investigations which revealed a “stronghold” of the Iron Age
under a Byzantine complex (Unit III, see below), and an Umayyad complex that reused the
structures from the Byzantine period as well as two residential units (Unit I-II, see below); 1
during the excavation of the Umayyad phase of the vestibule of the Byzantine complex the
French archaeologists discovered a treasure of bronze objects, steatite vessels and carved
ivory plaques and pyxides. 2 From 1991 to 2001 the Department of Antiquities of Jordan
carried out the excavation and restoration of the whole site, publishing two articles in
Arabic. 3 Archaeological activities at al-Mafraq are also mentioned in publications by the
Spanish Archaeological Mission in Jordan; 4 the site has been included in the recent
publication by Denis Genequand, where a barrage is also mentioned. 5
The scholars were also interested in the treasure discovered by the French
archaeologists: 6 these essays include the evidences collected at the site and a sketch plan. 7
Finally, a good aerial photograph of the complex was published by D. Kennedy and R.
Bewley. 8
In April 2012 a short visit to the site was conducted by Valentina Cocciolo, and who
writes; the aim of the visit was to gain a better understanding of the Umayyad
archaeological evidences, but new unpublished data was also collected.
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1. ISLAMIC HISTORY OF AL-FUDAYN
The Arabic name “al-Fudayn” reveals an Aramaic origin: it means “the stronghold”. 9
The only available information about the Islamic al-Fudayn is connected with the
descendents of the Caliph ʿUthmān. Saʿīd ibn Khālid ibn ʿAmr ibn ʿUthmān ibn ʿAffān, a
member of the Umayyad clan, owned the complex, while his daughters were married to the
Umayyad Caliphs Hishām ibn ʿAbd al-Malik and al-Walīd ibn Yazīd. 10
During the caliphate of al-Maʿmūn a descendent of Saʿīd ibn Khālid, his namesake
Saʿīd ibn Khālid al-Fudaynī, claimed the caliphate from him. Yāqūt refers that «when he
was near his fortress known as al-Fudayn» he escaped from it moving to the south; Yāqūt
then ended his account by saying «I do not know what happened to him», but it is likely
that al-Fudaynī was executed and his possessions destroyed. 11 In any case, these events
prove that up until the early 9th century the complex of al-Fudayn was still owned by the
descendants of the Umayyad family.
2. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCES
The site is approximately 175 m southwest of the conjunction between the wādī Ḥinw
al-Ḥiṣan to the south and the wādī al-Fudayn to the north, near a natural water source (fig.
1). 12 Denis Genequand refers to the presence of a barrage almost 400 m northeast of the
complex: it could be dated to the Umayyad period, but according to Genequand it was
probably converted in modern times due to a different construction technique employed in
the middle of the wall. 13
According to the French archaeologists (see above) the site reveals five phases, dating
from the Iron Age to the Islamic period.
The first phase corresponds to a “stronghold” of the Iron Age (dated to the 7th century
BC thanks to the ceramic evidences), of which the massive foundation wall is preserved; 14
the second phase belongs to the Roman period: the excavators mention a Roman via with
three miliaria in situ, indicating seven milia from the previous statio: this was most
probably the statio of a variant of the Via Nova Trajana connecting Bostra to Gerasa; 15 a
miliarium bears the name of the emperor Caracalla and is precisely dated to 214 AD. 16
During the Byzantine period the ruins of the Iron Age “stronghold” were reused: due to the
presence of a chapel and a reference in the Syriac sources the archaeologists interpreted the
complex as a monastic compound (here too the chronological attribution is supported by
the ceramic evidences). 17
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According to the French archaeologists the toponym was confirmed thanks to the discovery of three massive
rows under the monastic complex which revealed a fortification (Humbert 1986, 354-355).
Bisheh 2015.
Yāqūt 1866-1870, III vol, 859 (quoted in Grabar 1964, 44).
For the toponyms see http://www.geonames.org/maps/google_32.35_36.2.html (16/03/2015).
Genequand 2012, 274-276, fig. 285.
Cf. Genequand 2012, 274-276, fig. 285; Glueck 1942, 14, figs. 1-2; 1945-1949, 1.
Cf. Glueck 1945-1949, 356; see also Sapin 1998, 128.
Kennedy - al-Husan 1996, 259.
Humbert 1989, 126.
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The main section of the complex is dated to the Umayyad period thanks to the Umayyad
treasure and ceramic evidences: during this period two residential units (Units I-II) were
erected and the Byzantine complex was probably reused. 18 Finally, the French
archaeologists referred to an Ayyubid camp, but no further mention of it was made 19 and
the remains were not traced during our survey of 2012.
The purpose here is to describe the Umayyad phase of the complex, which reveals some
important data.
2.1. The Umayyad Phase
The map of the Umayyad phase presented here (fig. 2) is a collation of the maps published
by French and Jordanian excavators 20 and by Genequand, 21 the aerial photograph
published by Kennedy and Bewley, 22 the satellite image and the sketch plan drafted during
our survey; the map was also checked against the photographs taken during the same
survey.
The complex is composed of three terraces and occupies an area of almost 6400 m2.
2.1.1. Unit I
Unit I (38.97 × 38.27 m; fig. 3) is composed of a central courtyard with fourteen
surrounding rooms (including a mosque), and two structures to the north of it: the bath
complex and a rectangular corridor connecting Unit I to Unit III. Unit I occupies an area of
1571.51 m2.
The central courtyard is almost a square of 20.5 × 20.98 × 21.98 × 19.55 m; the main
entrance is on the east side and its doorway, opening to the interior of the complex, is about
2 m wide and has two door jambs. The door leads to a vestibule (Room 5), measuring 3.62
× 3.97 m. On the southern side there are two rectangular rooms connected to the central
courtyard: Room 1 (10.19 × 3.58 m) and Room 2 (6.72 × 3.46 m); Room 1 is also
connected to the mosque. The southeastern side was modified in a post-Umayyad phase,
but according to the orientation of the Umayyad walls we propose the reconstruction of two
rooms: Room 3 (ca 8.31 × 3.32 m) and Room 4 (ca 3.95 × 9.87 m).
The southwestern side of the complex is occupied by the palace mosque (figs. 3-4): 23 it
appears to show a rectangular plan of 7.31 × 16.12 m. A semicircular miḥrāb is located in
the southern wall; it measures 1.18 m in width, 0.80 m in depth, and has two flanking and
englobed columns. The original roofing has been ignored. The qiblī wall was rendered with
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Humbert 1986, 356-358, Bisheh et al. 2010, 134; Bisheh 2015.
Humbert 1986, 357.
Humbert 1989, figure at page 123; al-Husan 2001, figs. 6-7; 2002, fig. 4.
Genequand 2012, fig. 216.
Kennedy - Bewley 2004, fig. 12.9.
al-Husan 2001, 8, figs. 6-7; 2002, 75-77, figs. 4-6; the case of al-Fudayn, although on a smaller scale, belongs
to the few examples of Umayyad extra-urban residences with a palatine mosque, such as Khirbat al-Minya,
Qaṣr al-Ḥayr al-Sharqī and Mshattā (Creswell 1979, 381-389, 579-606; Genequand 2012, 95-159) and, albeit
in a different way, Khirbat al-Mafjar (Hamilton 1959; for a recent synthesis on the topic see the unpublished
MA Thesis of Jasmina Žnidarec, 2014).
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stucco and decorated with geometric and vegetal patterns (for a complete description of the
decoration see 2.3.1.). Jordanian archaeologists recognized a painted decoration in red,
black, yellow and brown on the eastern wall of the mosque. 24 The doorway on the north
side connects the mosque to the palace through Room 7, while the doorway on the south
side provides an entrance to the mosque from the outside and the doorway on the east side
connects the mosque with Room 1; the southern and eastern doorways were closed in a
later period; at present, the mosque has no direct access from the courtyard. Furthermore,
according to the plan published by Jordanian archaeologists 25 (fig. 4) and the autoptic
analysis of the walls, at least five main phases related to the mosque can be recognized:
phase I – the most ancient – consists of a wall oriented to about 2 m E-SE / W-NE and
about 4.5 m E-W; this wall is significantly lower than the walls of phases II and III,
abutting to the wall of phase I. Phase II consists of the qiblī wall and a portion of the
eastern and western walls for a length of ca 3.90 m; the wall thickness is on average 1.20
m. The southern and western doorways of the mosque can be attributed to this phase; the
floor of phase II is composed of a layer of rubble stones covered by a thick layer of mortar.
The walls of phase III are less thick than those of the other phases (ca 0.75 m), displaying a
change in the orientation of 4° east compared to the orientation of the walls of phase II; the
northern entrance of the mosque is attributable to this phase. Furthermore, the partition wall
(fig. 4 – on the north side, orientation E-W) and the embedded pillars belong to this period,
as the stratigraphic connection to the other walls of the same phase clearly reveals. The
walls of phase III abut to those of phase I, and apparently have no stratigraphic connection
to the walls of phase II. Phase IV (fig. 5) consists of a wall oriented E-W, not mentioned by
Jordanian scholars; 26 the first layer of the partition wall is composed of earth in contact
with the floor, while the second layer is made up of reused blocks of limestone, generally
square, compacted by an earth mortar and placed irregularly; the wall of phase IV abuts on
the wall of phase III. Finally, in phase V the southern and eastern doorways were closed
(fig. 5).
As concerns the dating, I believe that phase II can be dated to the Umayyad period: in
fact the stucco decoration, which surely belongs to the Umayyad period (see below), can be
attributed to the wall construction phase.
Room 7 (6.93 × 7.12 m) has three entrances (fig. 3): one from the south (connecting the
mosque), one from the west (connecting the central courtyard) and one from the north
(connecting Room 8); the layer of rubble stones is still preserved along the sides of the
room, but we do not know if it was covered by a layer of mortar as was the case in the
mosque.
The northern part of the complex is occupied by Rooms 8-13, which are arranged
according to the “Syrian bayt” plan, 27 that is two central rooms (Room 10 and Room 13)
with two rooms on each side – Room 8 and Room 9 to the east of Room 10, and Rooms 11
and 12 between Rooms 10 and Room 13; to the east of Room 13 there is an oblong room
24
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al-Husan 2001, 8.
al-Husan 2002, fig. 4.
Cf. al-Husan 2002, fig. 4.
For a description of the “Syrian bayt” see Creswell 1979, 516-517.
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(Room 6: 3.93 × 15.37 m) that connects the bath complex to the other structures. North of
the “Syrian bayt” there is a corridor communicating with Rooms 9 and 10 and connecting
Unit I to Unit III. As regards the stratigraphic sequence it is possible to notice that in Room
10 the eastern and western walls abut on the northern wall, and the embedded pillars in turn
abut on the eastern and western walls. The western wall was erected in two main phases: a
base of rubble stone and medium-size irregularly shaped stones, above which there is a
layer of blocks and empty spaces into which the laying surface could be set; the same layer
of stones found both in Room 7 and the mosque is also preserved in the floor of Rooms 10,
11 and 12. In the southwest corner of Room 12 we find a bench composed of square blocks
of limestone and basalt, regularly arranged. 28 The measurements of each room are: Room
8: 3.61 × 3.54 m; Room 9: 3.66 × 3.97 m; Room 10: 6.81 × 8.69 m; Room 11: 7.42 × 3.16
m; Room 12: 7.69 × 3.51 m; Room 13: 7.23 × 8.04 m.
2.1.2. The bath complex
The bath complex (fig. 6) 29 consists of six rooms, arranged in two groups: the first is
composed of Rooms A and B, which connect the bath complex to the rest of the palace
through Room A and to the outside through Room B. The second group is composed of the
thermal complex, i.e. an apodyterium (Room C), a laconicum (Room D), a calidarium
(Room E) and the praefurnium (Room F).
Room A (5.15 × 3.62 m) is connected to the central courtyard of Unit I, the apodyterium
and Room B; the pavement is composed of rubble, but it most likely had a coating layer
above it. In the northwestern corner we find a pipeline coming from Room B.
Room B (8.22 × 4.59 m) shows two semicircular niches: one on the western side, 2.96 m
thick and 2.84 m deep, with an inner and external semicircular outline; and a second one on
the northern side, 1.70 m thick and 2.15 m deep, with an inner and external circular outline
(the inner one has an elongated shape). Two benches of rubble coated by mortar are found
on the western and southeastern sides: the first one measures 8.04 × 0.40 m, while the
second measures 0.71 × 2.28 m. Room B is connected to Room A and to the exterior
through a doorway 0.83 m wide leading to Unit II (fig. 2). The two benches and the two
niches may suggest that this was the audience room of the bath complex, as in other
Umayyad examples. Furthermore, in this room the excavators found some painted wall
decoration with geometrical and floral patterns. 30
Room C (apodyterium, fig. 6) is roughly a quadrangular room (3.46 × 3.94 m); it has a
“U”-shaped bench of rubble coated by mortar. 31 A pipeline coming from Room A is located
in the northeastern corner, where traces of an opus sectile floor were found. This room is
connected to Rooms A and D and can be interpreted as the apodyterium of the bath complex
due to its location and the bench. This kind of apodyterium is typical of all Umayyad
thermal complexes.
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I would like to thank Professor Alessandro Maria Jaia for discussing this subject with me.
al-Husan 2002, 77-79, figs. 7-9.
al-Husan 2002, 79, fig. 10.
At present the benches are coated with small new marble slabs.
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Room D (figs. 6-7) is a roughly quadrangular structure (3.62 × 3.92 × 3.55 × 4.02 m),
preserved to a height of ca 1.70 m and incorporating a circular structure with an irregular
profile (diameter ca 2.30 m) and a circular seat (0.36 m deep and almost 0.40 cm high). It
can suggest a circular floor which was most likely plastered as the floor level of the
calidarium is at the same height as the seat level, suggesting that the hypocaustum of the
calidarium and Room D were connected. 32 It is unlikely that the circular space was filled
with water due to the absence of hydraulic mortar and a duct in the southern side, the latter
being completely open. Two pipelines were located in the room: one coming from the
calidarium and traversing the whole room, and another running under the seat on the
northern side. This room is connected to the calidarium to the north and the apodyterium to
the south. In any case, the connection to the apodyterium leads to some observations: the
ground level of the apodyterium is lower than that of Room D; this implies that the two
rooms should have been connected by almost two steps, and indeed negative traces of steps
were found at the entrance to Room D. But what was the function of the room? The
laconicum seems to be infrequent in Umayyad baths but we found a comparison in the
baths of al-Barā (Northern Syria) where a room from the Byzantine bath (Room VI) was
readapted in Umayyad times, introducing a laconicum. 33 Looking at the earlier examples,
we can suggest a laconicum, that is “a small circular vaulted room heated to a high
temperature by a special fire or (…) by a brazier”, 34 close to the heated rooms; the
temperature here was “certainly considerable”. 35
Room E is the calidarium. It is preserved to a height of between 1.70 and 1.90 m, and is
a quadrangular room measuring 3.79 m per side. 35 circular pilae stacks composed of 9
circular bricks (each 0.10 m in height) and 8 rectangular pilae stacks, two for each corner,
are located in the stone layer. 36 In the middle of the east and west sides there are two
rectangular basins (1.16 × 0.76 m): in the eastern one the marble decoration is still in situ.
The basins were at the same height as the pavement, that is ca 1 m, and the tracks of the
latter are noticeable in the inner walls. The hypocaust is connected to the praefurnium
(Room F) through a narrow tunnel, composed of bricks. Room F is a rectangular room (6.13
× 4.17 m) and presents a single entrance on the east side, 37 connecting this room to the
outside.
Furthermore, Jordanian archaeologists found a pipeline oriented E-NW / S-SW towards
the wādī al-Fudayn. 38
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The floor was likely supported by pilae which have not survived to the present day.
Charpentier 2014, 478-479, fig. 16; the diameter of the circular structure at al-Barā is ca 1.20 m.
Adam 2005, 568, fig. 636.6.
Adam 2005, 568, fig. 636.6; this type of room in the Umayyad baths requires a more detailed study.
al-Husan 2002, 77-79, figs. 8-9.
al-Husan 2002, 77-79, figs. 8-9.
The logline has been included in the plan published by Jordanian archaeologists (al-Husan 2001, fig. 7); I
would like to thank Professor Alessandro Maria Jaia for discussing this subject with me.
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2.1.3. Unit II
Unit II (fig. 8) is an almost quadrangular building (19.53 × 20.13 m), ca 15 m east of
Unit I. The building shows a central courtyard with nine rooms surrounding it and an
entrance on the north side. It occupies an area of 216.93 m2.
Rooms 1 (5.88 × 3.72 m) and 2 (6.35 × 3.74 m) are located respectively to the east and
west of the vestibule. These rooms could only be accessed through the vestibule (2.87 × 5 m).
Rooms 3 (3.95 × 2.78 m) and 4 (3.94 × 3.04 m), and Rooms 8 (3.47 × 3.01 m) and 9
(3.93 × 3.25 m) display a similar plan and are only connected to the central courtyard.
Rooms 5 (5.80 × 4 m) and 7 (5.72 × 3.97 m) are in the southern corners of the building.
Room 6 (3.12 × 3.61 m), to the south, is located in line with the entrance.
The central courtyard (7.67 × 6.99 m) presents a pit. On the northern side we find two
staircases opposite each other leading to a second floor which is now missing. Five steps
are preserved for the eastern flight, and four for the western one.
The average thickness of the external wall is ca 1.50 m; that of the inner wall is ca 1 m.
The entire complex is paved with stone slabs. Concerning the construction technique, the
inner dividing walls abut on the external perimeter.
The building can be compared to other extra-urban residences of the Umayyad period
showing similar dimensions and also devoid of towers, such as House A of Qaṣr al-Ḥayr alSharqī, 39 Qaṣr al-Mshash and Qaṣr ʿAyn al-Sil, 40 the residence at Quṣayr ʿAmra and
Building E of Jabal al-Says. 41
2.1.4. Unit III
Unit III (fig. 2) corresponds to the western terrace; it is mostly unexcavated and
occupies an area of 70 × 46 m. The entrance is on the eastern side through a narrow
passageway (width 1.20 m) that reused the vestibule of the Byzantine complex; the
threshold of the door was covered by a «beau sol plâtré sur un mortier épais». 42 The
complex displays a central courtyard (27.5 × 47.3 m) with surrounding rooms; French
archaeologists indicated the presence of a portico, dated to the Byzantine period. On the
northeastern side we find a chapel (8.3 × 14.7 m) with three naves spaced out by piers (1 m
per side), ending with a single apse; the church is oriented E-W and the floor is a stone
mosaic composed of white, red and black tesserae; in the central nave the mosaic shows a
lozenge pattern and a framed Greek inscription, 43 stating:
+ EK [----?----]
----ca 2-3---- [Χ][----?----]
----ca 2-3---- (Υ)Α [----?----]
----ca 2-3----Ο(Π)[Ο] [----?----]
Γ(ΙΤ)[---?---]
39
40
41
42
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Genequand 2012, 110-115, figs. 89-97.
Bisheh 1989, 83-84, 90-91, pls. 2.a, 6.
Genequand 2012, 204, figs. 212-213.
Humbert 1986, 356.
Bisheh et al. 2010, figure at page 133; I would like to thank Ioanna Arvanitidou, Professor Yota Atzaka −
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki − and Anastasia N. Gkiogki for their help in reading the inscription.
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Between Unit III and Unit I we find an enclosure, most likely a court, but its original
function, the chronology and the location of the entrance have been ignored.
2.2. The construction techniques of the Umayyad period of al-Fudayn
The construction techniques of the buildings were those widely employed in the region
in the same period, that is walls with a rubble masonry core and a cladding of squared
blocks in the doorjamb (but not in the corners of the rooms) and irregularly shaped blocks
with wedging to establish the laying surface. The blocks are mainly of local limestone,
although some basalt blocks were used. 44 Furthermore, we note the select use of baked
bricks in the calidarium and in the praefurnium of the bath complex in relation to the heating
system.
As regards the decoration, stucco was found in the mosque and marble in the bath
complex (slabs and opus sectile pavement).
2.3. The stucco decoration of the qiblī wall
The qiblī wall of the mosque shows a stucco ornament discovered in situ by Jordanian
archaeologists (fig. 9). The wall section to the left of the miḥrāb is 1 m long, while the
eastern section is 2.73 m. The original decoration is preserved in the lower part of the
eastern wall, for a height of 0.74 m and length of 1.64 m (corresponding to the length of the
eastern side of the wall); in the eastern corner of the wall to the left of the miḥrāb; on the
bases of the englobed columns and on the embedded pillars; and finally, on the lower part
of the miḥrāb decoration. Moreover, an integrative restoration of the qiblī wall was carried
out by Jordanian team. 45
2.3.1. Description of the stucco decoration
The carved and incised stucco decoration of the qiblī wall (fig. 10) is composed of
interlaced geometrical and vegetal patterns. The decoration has a central rectangular panel
decorated with interlaced “swastikas” alternating with six-petal rosettes (fig. 11a), framed
by a chevron pattern and an outer frame of guilloches.
The upper decoration is less preserved, but it has been reconstructed as follows by
Jordanian archaeologists thanks to the fragments found during the excavations: 46 up to the
guilloche frame there was a frieze of interlocking chevron patterns (fig. 12a) and, above
this, a continuous strip of palmettes with seven petals (fig. 12b); each palmette shows
incised and grooved rounded lobes. The height of the interlocking chevron pattern is 0.05
m; the frieze of palmettes is 0.19 m high.
The decoration of both the embedded pillars (fig. 12c) is preserved only on the lower
part and consists of a socle (height 0.20 m), above which there is a single trefoil facing left.
The englobed columns of the miḥrāb are encrusted with a plaster revetment carved with a
scales pattern.
44
45
46

The basalt is a typical material of the southern Ḥawrān.
al-Husan 2002, 76-77, figs. 5-6.
See al-Husan 2002, fig. 7.
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The decoration of the miḥrāb niche is preserved only in its lower part, showing a strip
of roundels enclosing rosettes.
2.3.2. Comparisons with the Umayyad examples (tab. 1)
The stucco decoration of al-Fudayn clearly belongs to the decorative tradition of the
Umayyad period; 47 in fact, there are several comparisons with this tradition, 48 which are
schematically listed below:

a)

al-Fudayn
interlaced “swastikas”
alternating with vegetal
motifs

The Umayyad Period
Comparisons
Bilād al-Shām
Khirbat al-Mafjar
- the palace entrance wall
- the bath façade
- the dīwān apse

Iraq
Tulul al-Shuʿaība
Iran
Chal Ṭarkhān:
- Subsidiary palace
b)

47

48

frieze with interlocking
chevron pattern

Bilād al-Shām
ʿAmmān
- Citadel Mosque
Iran
Chal Ṭarkhān
- Subsidiary palace

Bibliographical references
Hamilton 1959
- pp. 159-162, fig. 120, pl.
XXXIV.2
- p. 179, pl. XXXIX.3
- pp. 204-205, fig. 149,
pl. LII.4

Majlul 1972
- p. 240, fig. 3
Thompson 1976
- pp. 86-87, pls. XVII.3, XXV.1
Arce 2001
- p. 127, fig. 4 b, c
Thompson 1976
- pls. 16.8 and 19.6

According to Anna Ballian the stucco decoration dates to the early Abbasid period (Ballian 2012, 212), but I
suggest an Umayyad dating because the decoration has precise comparisons with the decoration of other
Umayyad complexes (see below); in fact the early Abbasid decoration shows different patterns: see, for
example, in the Bilād al-Shām the stuccoes of al-Raqqa dated to the reign of Ḥarūn al-Rashīd (786-809;
Meinecke 1991); in Iran the stuccoes of the first Masjid-i Jumʿa of Iṣfahān dated precisely to 156/772-73
(Scerrato 2014, 661-672, figs. 6-10), those of Susa dated to the second half of the 8th century (Hardy-Guilbert
1990, 269-275, figs. 1-3) and the recently discovered stuccoes at Darra Shahr, 8th century (Elam; Lakpour
1389/2011); in the Arabian Peninsula the stucco decoration at al-ʿAlwiyāh dates to the early 9th century (see
Meineke 1991, 229-230, fig. 12).
Firstly the stucco motifs of the Umayyad period are compared, and afterwards those of the Sasanian and
Nabataean periods; guilloches, trefoils, vegetal roundels and palmette friezes are not included in the tables
because these motifs are too widely used.
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Bilād al-Shām
Qaṣr al-Ḥayr al-Gharbī
- southern façade of the palace
Iran
- Darra Shahr, mosque

Schlumberger 1986
- pp. 15-16, pl. 63.e

- Lakpour 1389/2011
- figs. 95.b-c, pls. 113-114

Tab. 1 - Comparisons with the Umayyad examples.

Apparently, the chevron-patterned frame has no comparison with the Umayyad stucco
decoration; in any case, some comparisons can be traced in the Tulul al-Ukhayḍīr
stuccoes. 49 Furthermore, it can be supposed that the Kunstwollen here was a reproduction
of the marble veins 50 on a stucco support, which is noticeable, for example, in the wall
paintings of Quṣayr ʿAmra 51 and al-Ruṣāfa. 52
2.3.3. Origins of the patterns (tab. 2)
The patterns of the stucco decoration of the qiblī wall derive from Sasanian and
Nabataean motifs. Here is a list of the main comparisons:

a)

al-Fudayn
interlaced “swastikas”
alternating with floral
motifs

Late-Parthian/Sasanian and Nabataean Period
Comparisons
Bibliographical references
Iran
- Qalʿa-yi Yazdigird, Gach Gunbad
- Keall 1967
(fig. 11b)
pp. 111-113, fig. 5
- Iṣfahān, Sasanian building
- Galdieri 1972, pp. 369 and 379,
underneath the Masjid-i Jumʿa
photo XII.d-f, drawing XII
Iraq
- Ctesiphon, unlocated finding
- Kish, Palace I, location A
- Maʿāriḍ IV, houses
- Umm al-Zaʿātir, houses

b)

49
50

51
52

chevron-patterned frame

Arabia Petraea
- Petra, Great Temple
(South Corridor)

- Baltrušaïtis 1938-1939, pl. 172.
- Baltrušaïtis 1938-1939, pp. 605606, fig. 181
- Kröger 1982, p. 102, fig. 56, pl.
42.3
- Kröger 1982, pp. 68-69, pl. 24.1
- Egan 2002, pp. 347-348, fig. 2

Finster - Schmidt 1976, 84, pls. 44-45.
Such as the veins of the marble decoration in the Dome of the Rock (Creswell 1979, pl. 4b; Rosen-Ayalon
1989, fig. 27), the Umayyad Mosque of Damascus (Creswell 1979, pl. 47) and the reconstruction of the
marble decoration in the Medina mosque during the Umayyad phase (Sauvaget 1947, 78-80, fig. 3).
Vibert-Guigue - Bisheh 2007, pls. 22.a, 23.a, 24.a, 25.c, 26, 29, 31, 34, 85, 114.a, 118, 122.b, 130.e.
Otto-Dorn 1957, 125, fig. 7.
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c)

frieze with interlocking
chevron pattern
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Iran
- Niẓāmābād

- Kröger 1982, pp. 149-150, pl.
62.1,3

Iraq
- Umm al-Zaʿātir, houses
- Maʿāriḍ IV, houses
e)

englobed columns of the
miḥrāb

Iraq
- Ctesiphon, unlocated finding
- Ctesiphon, Church
- Kish, Palace I
- Maʿāriḍ IV, houses

- Kröger 1982, pp. 63-64, fig. 28.j,
pl. 15.3
- Kröger 1982, p. 94, pl. 36.3

- Kröger 1982, pl. 54.3
- Kröger 1982, p. 46, pl. 12.4
- Watelin 1938-1939, fig. 171.b;
Baltrušaïtis 1938-1939, p. 602, fig.
172 a-d
- Kröger 1982, fig. 28.k-l, pl. 36.45

Tab. 2 - Origins of the patterns.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND DATING
The site of al-Fudayn belongs to the «établissement résidentiel développé» 53 typology
of the Umayyad period; it shows some distinctive characteristics in the bath complex and
the stucco decoration of the qiblī wall. But what is the dating of the complex?
Considering that two daughters of Saʿīd ibn Khālid ibn ʿAmr ibn ʿUthmān ibn ʿAffān
(the owner of the site) were married to the Umayyad Caliphs Hishām ibn ʿAbd al-Malik
(724-743) and al-Walīd ibn Yazīd (743-744), the terminus post quem for the complex is ca
744, while the terminus ante quem remains uncertain, but it can be ascribed to between the
first and the second quarter of the 8th century.
As far as we know the stucco decoration of the qiblī wall is the unique stucco
decoration of a qiblī wall from the Umayyad period which can be completely reconstructed:
here we notice the use of patterns typical of the pre-Islamic Iranian tradition, likely to be
found in other Umayyad contexts. Furthermore, the chevron motif is usefully comparable to
the decoration of an important Nabataean site, namely Petra.
The ḥammām of al-Fudayn plays a quite exceptional role in the panorama of the
Umayyad baths, in terms of the laconicum and the audience hall (Room B). The audience
hall model observed here finds no comparisons with that of baths of the same period: its
distinctiveness is in the two niches facing the benches.
As regards the laconicum it is infrequently used in the Umayyad baths and deserves a
more detailed analysis and comparisons.

53

Genequand 2012, 236.
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Fig. 1 - The site of al-Fudayn in relation to the wādīs and the barrage (to the northeast; after
Google Maps ©).

Fig. 2 - Plan of al-Fudayn in the Umayyad phase (after Humbert 1989, figure at page 123;
al-Husan 2001, figs. 6-7; 2002, fig. 4; Kennedy - Bewley 2004, fig. 12.9; Bisheh et al.
2010, figure at page 133; Genequand 2012, fig. 216).
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Fig. 3 - Plan of Unit I (after Genequand 2012, fig. 216; al-Husan 2001, figs. 6-7).

Fig. 4 - Plan of the mosque (all phases are undistinguished; after al-Husan 2002, fig. 4).
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Fig. 5 - Phase IV: detail of the partition wall (© G. Labisi).

Fig. 6 - Plan of the bath complex (after Genequand 2012, fig. 216 and al-Husan 2001, figs.
6-7).
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Fig. 7 - Room D (laconicum) of the bath complex (scale 1:40 cm; © G. Labisi).

Fig. 8 - Plan of Unit II (© G. Labisi).
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Fig. 9 - al-Fudayn: reconstruction of the qiblī wall: the original stucco decoration is shown
in dark grey (© G. Labisi).

Fig. 10 - al-Fudayn: reconstruction of the qiblī wall (© G. Labisi).

a

b

Fig. 11 - a) al-Fudayn: detail of the stucco decoration of the qiblī wall: interlaced
“swastikas” alternating with floral motifs (after al-Husan 2002, fig. 5); b) Qalʿa-yi
Yazdigird, Gach Gunbad: the stucco decoration (after Keall 1967, fig. 5).
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Fig. 12 - al-Fudayn, qiblī wall, stucco decoration: a) Detail: frieze with interlocking
chevron pattern (after al-Husan 2002, fig. 5); b) Detail: the palmettes pattern (© G. Labisi);
c) Detail: the englobed columns and embedded pillar of the miḥrāb (© G. Labisi).
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